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Marshal Nack wrote in Positive Feedback January 2008 
about the Emitter I Exclusive with battery unit : 
Conclusion 
Finally, here's a component that steps up to the plate. The ASR Emitter I Exclusive B Integrated 
Amp is the first 
gear I've encountered at this price point that gives my mbl Noble Line separates competition. 
In fact, the two product lines share many attributes: tonal balance is a little dark, modestly warm 
and deeply 
saturated; images are large and notably full-bodied; frequency response is smooth and linear. 
Few, if any, solidstate 
artifacts are present: there's no grain, no stridency, no edge. Overall, both lines are neutral and 
accurate. 
I bet in a blind test you would be hard pressed to identify either as solid-state. These lines are 
exemplars of the 
next-gen of gear that is raising the bar for what's possible. 
With this gear, you can have it all: the estimable objective attractions of solid-state merged with 
the soft virtues of 
tubes. 
The Emitter takes these filament-like characteristics a step further than the mbl to the point where 
acoustic 
instruments exhibit an attractive patina, or varnish, and the treble has little sparkles. 
These contribute towards a slightly more beautiful sound. 
Dynamics are, simply put, outstanding. Looking at its specs before it arrived, I was concerned 
about the amps' 160 
watts into 8 ohms being adequate for the difficult load presented by my Kharma Exquisite-Midi 
speakers. Ha! The 
Emitter I Exclusive B didn't break a sweat and raised the bar for macro-dynamic range beyond 
my mbl 8011 AM 
mono-blocks. 
And it handled micros with appropriate grace and subtlety. Quiet program material requiring 
minute pitch or volume 
shadings were nearly as expertly rendered as the big stuff. 
Then, with the CRM 3.2.2 speakers and all K-S wiring, the system took off and was capable of 
reliable transport to 
the land of "it," as in "Yeah. That's got it," where suspension of disbelief is possible. This was a 
storybook 
combination. 
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